Abstract
Introduction
WMN is designed to support last mile wireless broadband for community access in MAN, known as WiMax in IEEE 802.16 standard [1] . Base station (BS) is a system that has a direct connection to backhaul services outside the mesh network. Moreover, BS can also act as a center of other nodes in Wireless Mesh Network. i.e., it is a gateway in the mesh network. All other nodes are called Subscriber Stations (SS). BS and all SSs together form a topology of Mesh. BS and SS have minimum mobility, even work as fixed stations; hence they can be viewed to work without the power limitations [17, 19] . Meanwhile, the nodes can perform multi-hop communication, and can work on mesh mode (nodes can communicate without BS help). The topology of a mesh is set up by gradually emerging new nodes. WMNs are flexible and a low-cost extension of existing wired infrastructure networks. WMN can be used to various QoS requirements broadband services [2, 12, 14] .
To promise high capacity of multi-hop WMN, the main approach depends on multiple radios. For example, with three radios, a node may transmit on three channels simultaneously. Additionally, there are some complimentary methods such as directional antennas, improved MACs, and channel switching. Serving as access networks to user mobile terminals, WMNs can employ multi-hop to relay traffic. Communication can roughly be divided into 2 classes to upload to BS or download from BS. Without loss of generality, it is enough to discuss upload case.
Each of mesh routers and mesh clients can provide several interfaces for receiving/sending packets from/to other node within mesh. The topology and routing in WMNs are important aspects considering a node can have multiple channels with directional antennas or orthogonal frequencies [3] . It seems that most of reported research papers just process WMN as a plane mesh. Considering the orthogonal frequencies as different layers, we proposed a new Cayley graph topology model for multiple channel WMNs. Each of the orthogonal channels is put into a plane or layered mesh. Then, the shortest path algorithm that selects a path for packets should arrange hops on different channel layers. Otherwise, it will not perform well [19] .
Notice that graph model, coding, routing and scheduling are critical to application and performance of WMN. Unlike mobile network, mesh nodes are fixed and wired powered. A coding scheme with simple and symmetrical properties will certainly help routing and scheduling. Meanwhile, the active edge group scheduling [16] will be enhanced to consider both maximum throughput and multi-hop referring to traffic request priority.
There are some wireless routing protocols such as DSDV [22] , DSR and AODV etc [14, 20] . It is reported that the minimum hop-count routing performs poor in throughput [20] . And a comparison to routing performance over multi-hop for ad hoc wireless network is discussed in [21] . Richard Draves discussed multi-radio and multi-hop WMN routing in [19] . A useful and critical idea is Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [20, 21] . In [19] , an assumption is that the channels used by the multiple radios are non-interfering. Then, a brilliant suggestion is allocating orthogonal radios in different layers to manage routing. We suggest a new method considering symmetric Cayley graph model, referring the topology combined scheme in [10] . And the model successfully merges layer and radio frequency together. The layered idea in WMN is popular, for example [5, 11] . Mesh based routing is superior to tree based one for maximum capacity in multi-channel mesh. Even if DSDV is simple to realize and maintain, but it is no sleeping node and slow to converge with most routing information never used [20] . So, routing on demand may provide efficient and scalability for effective routing.
This paper makes the following contributions. Our new method is called Layered Destination Oriented routing (LDOR) in diversity radio layered meshes. Suppose there is a list of traffic requests from SSs to BSs in default, the optimal routing scheme will finish all transmission tasks successfully in minimum time period. Then routing can be merged with scheduling scheme, and finally form a path from the source node to the destination allowing maximum throughput.
Routing strategy based on node coding scheme and efficient active edge group scheduling is one of the most important aspects in the paper. New conclusions are given to routing problem with symmetric coding and layered model of Cayley graph [8, 16] .
After this short introduction, the section 2 discusses a Cayley graph model for WMN and gives a symmetric coding scheme for nodes in WMN. Section 3, improves maximum active edge groups scheduling idea in [16] . A maximum throughput active edge group scheme, combining priority sequence over traffic requests and the distances of nodes, is designed with both multi-hop and hop-by-hop transmission. Fairness is taken into account for the improved scheduling algorithm too, permitting channel usage with weight of the traffic request degree and the distance. Section 4 is focusing on the routing in WMN. For the first time, a destination oriented routing scheme is given with help of symmetric coding and layered Cayley graph model. The routing is easy to carry out and keeps logical integration. Finally, short comments are given to summarize contributions, and to future works.
A Cayley graph model and coding scheme for WMN
WMNs can connect or integrate with various networks, such as the cellular, IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15, IEEE 802.16, sensor networks, and Internet. The interconnection can be accomplished by the gateway and bridging functions in the mesh routers. Then, we only need to describe the property in one mesh here. This section gives WMNs a layered Cayley graph model considering its perfect symmetry, and design a coding scheme for WMNs by keeping its topology and symmetry character.
In this section, the ideas and models in [16] are improved in several aspects. By paying attention to fairness over the traffic requests and the distance, the maximum active edge groups scheduling can lead higher capacity and bigger throughput. And the highlight points for scheduling fairness are promised with the transformation of rotation and translation to maximum active edge groups in Cayley graph. Of course, the new result are combining the coding and scheduling to route for the highest throughput in WMN, which is given in section 4.
A mesh is a topology based on the neighboring relation in wireless node cluster geographically. The nodes in the cluster use one common BS to connect to other networks or backbone. We can view the BS as center of all nodes in cluster. An SS with multi-radio or channels or multiple interfaces for Destination-oriented Routing and Maximum Capacity Scheduling Algorithms in Cayley Graph Model for Wireless Mesh Network Zhanmao Cao, Limin Peng sending/receiving packets can be abstracted into a vertical chain in wireless mesh networks. Nodes can be identified by BS number and the relative position to BS. The relative position can be defined in a triple array. Each node will get unique code in the layered WMN.
As the hexagonal has a perfect symmetry and can provide reachable path to surrounding neighbors, the coding model we propose will take advantages of hexagonal, and keeps perfect symmetry around BS. This result is partially overcome the non-symmetry in coding [9] .
Let us set a SS with different channel interfaces as a vertical chain. If a SS has N possible orthogonal channels, we set the SS as a chain with N nodes. A SS with two channels will be a vertical line segment with two end points. The chain another important factor to layer the wireless network into layered planes according to the orthogonal channels or frequencies. The edges in different plane or layer will work simultaneously without interferences. For example, in Figure 1 , the connections ((-1,-3,-2), (0,-2,-2)) in three black, blue and red layers, are respectively as(B; (-1,-3,-2), (0,-2,-2)), (b; (-1,-3,-2), (0,-2,-2)), and (r; (-1,-3,-2), (0,-2,-2)). The simultaneous scheduling the 3 links in 3 layers will not result a confliction consider wireless interference property, as these three connections are using orthogonal frequencies.
It is a Cayley graph that the different radios are set in different planes and nodes are in vertical lines [8] . The Cayley graph can promise the symmetry of wireless communication mesh, and can easily split the heterogeneous channel resources into logical layers. And a connection is an edge in certain layer. The sender A to receiver B, noted as (A, B), where A, B are actually a triple in coding scheme.
As the first step, the coding scheme assigns the BS to (0, 0, 0) in a specific mesh, as center of the mesh. 6 nodes nearest to BS form a hexagonal cell. Assign 3 positive directions as diagonal to right top, directing horizontal right, diagonal to right bottom of these 6 nodes round BS. In order, it is convenient to set a node in code (i, j, k). And upper the (0,0,0) set to i positive direction, refer the 3 yellow line as base line marked as i, j, k, then the coding is given. Layers need another value to identify different layer, the nodes with same triple codes but different layer number, stand for the identical SS in vertical chain presentation.
The coding scheme keeps perfect symmetry in wireless networks. We will use the coding to detect the shortest routing and to pursuit an efficient scheduling and routing mechanism.
To illustrate the scheme, we give figure 1, where vertical lines means chains of nodes, while the planes of black, red and blue represent different single channel mesh. The whole graph is a Cayley graph. Vertical solid line means a node in nearest channel plane, while vertical dashed line means a node in two separated channels, and intermediate channel planes omitted.
In the coding scheme, there are two important facts. The first one is: A node S=(x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) can be connected to BS with steps of (|x 0 |+|y 0 |+|z 0 |)/2. For example (1, 3, 2) to BS has a 3 jump path, these steps will be edges in different layers and form a path from S to BS. The second one is: if the interruption and no competition of channel resource, then there is a shortest path from S to BS, set the hop number as ℏ. Hop count ℏ satisfies the following formula (1) and (2) .
In the WiMax mesh, the minimum hop count of node S=(i,j,k) to BS is given by
Notice the following process is from S=(3, 0, 3) to BS in figure 1. Suppose (r, (3, 0, 3)) refer node S in red plane, (b, (3, 0, 3)) refer S in blue plane, (B, (3, 0, 3)) in black plane. In (3), the arrow "" stands for a jump between two neighbor nodes in same plane. The line "" stands for a move in different channel plane but in the same node.
Then, we have a jumping path from S=(r, (3, 0, 3)) to BS as following:
As changing channel or frequency in a node don"t cause interference of wireless radio, and need little time to do this, then we can ignore the time cost and channel cost. The hops number from S to BS is the number of  in (3). ℏ=3, for S= (-3, 0, 3) to BS.
An interesting observation, to the relation of neighbor nodes (i 1 ,j 1 ,k 1 ) and (i 2 ,j 2 ,k 2 ), is following fact:
In other words, if two nodes in same layer, the corresponding codes do not satisfy (4), they are not neighbors in mesh. This fact will help find next relay node in routing scheme. If a node acts as sender or relay subscriber of packets, it is necessary to find a neighbor to relay the packet transmission. The relay node should be between the sender and the destination. Of course, the relay node should have free frequency to carry on the task.
A node code in layered Cayley graph is assigned a quadruple (channel plane number; i, j, k). In Figure  1 , black lined mesh will be assigned a specific number in general. Specially, in above, we use (B, i,j,k) to refer a node in the layer B of Cayley graph. The relay node is closer to the destination than the sender just counting hops of horizontal, because the vertical lines in Cayley graph represent multi-radio nodes respectively. Then, a hop-by-hop relay node R 1 to its successive relay node R 2 must have the relations that hop counts satisfy ℏ(R 1 )ℏ(R 2 )=1 and two node satisfy (4) . This is clearly demonstrated in figure 1 . 
Maximum capacity scheduling in layered active edge groups with fairness
As declared above, the hop count from SS to BS can be calculated by the codes of the specific SS in (1) or (2) . This is helpful to estimate the minimum transmission hop by hop and give a value for shortest path from sender SS to BS.
In general, if destination node is not BS, then the hop count is given in equation (5) 
For example, in figure 1, from (2,1,3) to (2,3,1 (4) and the example. The scheduling in wireless mesh network pursues maximum throughput and maximum capacity of communication with limited wireless channel resources [4, 12, 13] . As layers are independent to each other, the maximum capacity means maximum active edges in each layer. As the total active edges or possible links are picked up greedily in each layer, the maximum capacity naturally is the result of the scheduling algorithm.
Another limitation fact is wireless radio interference exists in the transmission space. To avoid severe interference of radio signals for efficient and high throughput, orthogonal radio frequencies are introduced to work simultaneously. This can be perfectly combined with layered Cayley graph model to find maximum edge groups in different channel plane and edges are interference free.
As to interference in WMNs, we want to give a formal model in following two paragraphs. Two SSs are disconnected if there are no radios between them. Firstly, a node cannot transmit and receive signals with the same frequency radio at the same moment. Secondly, considering uplink or downlink interference in general mesh, a node cannot receive if there are two neighbors transmit with the same channel. The sender or receiver will be interrupted by other nodes within interference range or effective transmission area. Hence, if a connected mesh of routers is given in data structure of neighbor link list, then the scheduled pairs of SSs will be a small number in one layer alone.
It is convenient to view those pairs of neighbor SSs as constrained edge coloring considering interferences. The first, the neighbors of node A cannot send with the same channel C 0 as sender A at moment t. N(B)-N(A)N(B) . This picking edge operation continues recursively in channel C 0 until no more interference free edge can be detected in channel C 0 plane. Then the nodes, which degrees are not zero after diminishing appearance time in C 0 , will be moved to next channel layer. And the picking process can greedily work in recursion manner until the layer number reach C or no nodes have positive degrees.
Given a traffic request list T over WMN (only for one time slot), E is edge set of WMN M. EG_i is interference free edge subset in channel layer i. EG={EG_1, EG_2,…, EG_C}. C is Maximum channel number. In current time slot, generate EG_i for channel i.
By a function Pick(E), where E is modified as EEG_i. Pick(E) picks out as many interference free edges as possible in remain edge set of Mesh. ActiveEdgeGroup(EG_i) schedules interference free edge groups for Mesh Layer i. After all EG_i ( i=1,2, …, C) are picked up, EG=iEG_i is then a pattern for the whole Mesh scheduling. Subset of active edge group for every channel is in one specific plane satisfying interference free and discrete. The array EG then can used to meet fairness by translation and rotation transformation. Notice that paper [15] considers fairness for WMN channel access and scheduling to pursuit the optimal throughput.
Assume  is variant to control rotation times, the maximum time is decided by degree of node, in figure  1 .  can be set as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. U is the maximum of all.  is a rotation to find other edges match the pattern EG_i for scheduling. Continuously activate the rotated EG group respectively until meet the initial position, i.e. =0. This takes advantage of mesh graph symmetry property. In figure 1, let ={, 2,3,4,5, 6}, The elements of 's transform one hop node (0,-1,-1) to (1,0,-1), (1,1,0), (0,1,1), (-1,0,1), (-1,-1,0) , (0,-1,-1) in turn.  can be simply viewed as "next function" in all nodes of hop one circle around BS. However, the function is different in the 2 nd hop nodes. In the 2 nd hop circle, the node set is S 2 .  will transform the nodes in two subsets {(0,-2,-2), (2,0,-2), (2,2, 0), (0,2,2), (-2,0,2), (-2,-2,0) } and { (1,-1,-2), (2,1,-1), (1,2,1), (-1,1,2), (-2,-1,1), (-1,-2,-1) }. Notice an interesting rule that  transform each respective subset circularly for transmit/receive with specific frequency. The sequence shows a regular rule that the element i in node (i, j, k) moves right in turn. Meanwhile, the most right one k moves to the left most position, and changes to its positive/negative sign. In general, node (i, j, k) is transformed to node (k ,i, j) in the two subset of S 2 . figure   1 . Both  and  take care of the active edge group as a whole. And they can make fairness to traffic nodes, especially when no nodes are silent.
Algorithm 1: Active Edge Group in Cayley mesh layer referring traffic priority and distance Input: a mesh Cayley topology M=(V,E) with node degree k. An array T record with traffic demands of ordered nodes in M. Maximum channel number C.
Output: active edge group scheduling pattern according to MIMO at a time slot for all channel layers Begin:
The time consumption is mainly on Pick(E), while Pick(E) is executed whenever the topology updated. And Pick(E) needs at most |M| steps to check M's nodes,. Select an edge if it does not produce interference. To cut off the interference edges in a layer means put those unused edges to next layer for the picking up another active edge group in the specific channel. If we constraint M as a k-regular graph, then, the computing time is O(k|M|).
Notice that a judge to each node traffic demand is necessary. If the specific traffic is not 0, and the corresponding edge is in scheduling, the link is then active. Else, the link will not be active even it is in scheduling, just to save time and energy. The transformations  and  can promise fair scheduling to avoid hungry and over served situations.
Destination-oriented routing with traffic priority
The packets or media streams are transmitted from a sender to a receiver in WMN with help of other relay nodes [6] , including both SS to BS uploading and BS to a SS downloading, without loss of generality. The hop by hop path from source to destination should consider several aspects, such as interference, shortest path, optimal traffic, least time consumption, and capacity of the whole WMN. Routing in WMN extends connection between users to BS by SS as relay. Optimizing network resource utilization and QoS requirements should be ultimately considered [7] .
Assigning ID number to nodes in wireless networks is also reported in [18] , where secure data transmission scheme is based on ID, and the ID adopts symmetric key. As noticed, our method assigns an array to each node. And the array can be viewed as coordination, which is symmetric in each BS mesh in nature. As [18] mentioned symmetric ID is helpful to reduce CPU time, this may be result of ID coding simplicity and perfect symmetry properties.
And for the first time, the routing scheme based on the Cayley graph model is introduced. This layered Cayley graph model successfully combines multi-radio, multi-hop and mesh mode to improve the capacity. Applying transformation operations to scheduling and routing, a combination configuration can be easily applied to another situation. While reducing time consumption by simply applying rotate or translation transformations, next step scheduling and routing scheme are generated for fair service in WMN considering traffic request T.
Routing can be viewed to upload case without loss of generality. Firstly, transmission to other mesh means transmission to the BS of this mesh first. Secondly, transmission to SS of the mesh means there is a translating transformation from destination to BS. This is easy to see that node in mesh is given an identity number (BS.id m; node.id i, node.id j, node.id k). Where m is used to number BSs for all meshes, and node.id is used to identify SSs in a specific mesh m. If BS.ids m 1 and m 2 are different in source A node (i,j,k) in mesh plane p can be viewed as (p,i,j,k). Upload to BS routing is to find an optimal path from (i,j,k) to (0,0,0). An example is (3). Generally, if i<0, then i+1 is necessary choice, else i1. The same principle is hold for the j, and k direction. This is location awareness with help of coding in the graph model; we name it destination oriented in meshchain WMN.
Notice some nodes will be busy, and probably not have free channel for the choice at the moment, then, turn to next choice. If three directions are all not possible, a channel for multi-hop should be allowed. Considering fairness and harvest, the routing in layered Cayley graph mode should arrange the shortest route for maximum traffic request nodes. If a path with length equal to its coding hop number, the path must be a shortest one. Notice a packet-switched network with a static wireless backbone is the first character of WMN.
Let generalize the above routing ideas into a layered zigzag shortest routing scheme while give priority to heaviest traffic SS. C is the maximum orthogonal channels.
For example, let m' is number of orthogonal radio channel to multi-hop task, which are allocated to those heaviest requests. Let h' is channel number that are allocated to hop-by-hop. m'+h'=C. The final route from a SS to BS will look like a zigzag broken line in layered Cayley graph. And those heaviest traffic sources will form a multi-hop path, i.e. longer step in each layer plane.
Preliminary experiments show if assign bigger interface channels to i, j, k direction lines passing (0,0,0), the mesh will have outstanding improvement on throughput. This situation may remind deploying a mesh in more logical way to meet practical applications.
Summary
In a large extent, this paper supposes a theoretical strategy to maximum throughput scheduling and efficient simple routing scheme. Meanwhile, a special symmetric coding and a layered Cayley graph model are suggested for WMN. And the model suggests that a skeleton with more interfaces may improve throughput for WiMax. Since the scheduling and routing scheme is crucial for wireless capacity and efficient traffic, while the scheduling algorithms greedily schedule as more edges as possible for maximum throughput in WMN. The optimal destination-oriented routing combining coding scheme is given in algorithm LDOR for multimedia application under the layer Cayley graph model, which encourages shortest path over diversity radios. And the routing method under Cayley graph model pursues maximum throughput in WMN. Simulation and experiments are future work focusing on the model theory.
